. Frequencies of residue contacts of interface residues in ligand binding domains of mul4--domain MBS and SBS homomers. A and B) Matrices of contact scores in the PFAM domains of MBS and SBS homomers, C) Differences in in contact scores between MBS and SBS homomers, using PFAM domains. Interface residues of MBS homomers have much more long--range contacts than SBS homomers. D and E) Contact score matrices in CATH domains. F) The differences in long--range contact scores between MBS and SBS homomers using CATH domains. The paGern is much less clear than in PFAM domains. G) Rela4onships between residue distance and contact density (exp(contact score)), for residues more than 25% distant in the sequence, using PFAM domains. The difference between MBS and SBS homomers is moderately significant, (distances 25--60%; p= 6.68e--05, ANCOVA). Note that the y--axis is square--root transformed, due to outliers. H) In the case of CATH domains the difference is not significant (distances 25--60%; p= 0.67, ANCOVA). I) Comparison of enrichment of long range contacts in PFAM and CATH domains. PFAM domains show a highly significant difference in long--range contact scores compared to CATH domains (distances 25--60%; p = 1.7e--13, ANCOVA). On panels A--F minimum and maximum values (--2 and 2) were set, to prevent the biasing of color scales by a small number of outliers. The original contact densi4es are ploGed on panels G and H, score--differences on panel I. Figure S2 . Comparison of the loca4ons of all ligand binding PFAM and CATH domains (having interface residues) in mul4domain homomers. A) MBS homomers B) SBS homomers. On both panels red lines represent PFAM domains and blue lines represent CATH domains. Note that discon4nuous CATH domains were not used. For every PDB entry, their PFAM domains are followed immediately by their CATH domains, thus if domains 1,2,3 of 1abc entry are its PFAM domains, than its CATH domains will start at domain number 4. The PDB entries were ordered by the loca4on of their first CATH domain, to enable a beGer visual comparison of the two. F) The comparison of the two domain assignment methods shows that PFAM domains of MBS homomers are more enriched in long--range contacts than CATH domains (distances 50--80%; p= 2.8e--14, ANCOVA). Note that only con4nuous CATH domains were used, which do not necessarily contain a highly conserved region. On panels A and B minimum and maximum values (--1 and 1, respec4vely), were set, to prevent biasing of color scales by a few outliers.
A C E B D Figure S4 . Two--dimensional (t--SNE) representa4on of the sequence space of homomers. The sequences of both MBS homomers and SBS homomers are distributed across the en4re sequence space, and neither of them form separate clusters. Figure S5 . Tree of the terms related to regula4on of proteolysis, that are significantly enriched in the interactors of MBS homomers. The intensity of red corresponds to significance, blue corresponds to terms that are also significantly enriched, but are too general to be considered proteolysis related. A B C D
